
Kapanda Secondary School
It’s not only the end of an academic year but the end of 12 
years at school for Form Four students. This year Kapanda 
Secondary School have 54 students graduating, seven of 
whom are sponsored through RIPPLE Africa’s scholarship scheme. Eugen, 
Lyding, Landie, Levison, Wisdom, Brian and Mackson are taking their final 
examinations from 22nd June to 5th July but before the pressure begins, 
they celebrated their graduation on Saturday 17th June.

Mackson Longwe
This year at school was good as we learnt a lot and had sports activities. It is the same 
as before as the biggest challenge is lack of books, pens, etc. My favourite subjects are 
mathematics, physical science, agriculture, biology and English. This year I learnt about 
good behaviour and skills on how to solve problems in life. I want to go to university 
and become an engineer but I will have to pass my exam. I will make sure I find a small 
job to make some money to improve my living standard.

Brian Manda
School is very good and I like speaking English. But there is problems because there are 
lack of teachers. I also struggle at home to read because there is a lot of work to do.
I understand the importance of education because visitors to the school have told me 
so, so I know I have to work hard, respect people and also dress smart and behave.
I am finishing school now but I hope to get good results so that I can be a doctor as I like 
biology and physical science. 
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Eugen Phiri
School this year has been nice and cool except for the strike at school which means I 
haven’t learnt the whole syllabus. I have learnt to face problems head on whenever 
there is a challenge in life. When I graduate this year I want to take a course in 
engineering as my favourite subjects are biology, physics and chemistry.

Wisdom Jumbo
The school year has been very fine, and I have enjoyed sport activities with my friends. 
At school I find that sometimes we get unmeaningful detentions but I have learnt a lot 
about respect. When I am home, the biggest challenge is the lack of time to study. 
My favourite subject has been biology and now that I am graduating, I hope I will be 
able to train to be a teacher.

Mackson

EugenLevisonLyding
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Wisdom Brian



RIPPLE Africa’s Nikki Luxford with (l-r) Levison, Wisdom, Eugen, Brian and Lyding after their graduation ceremonyAbove: Nikki with local MP Emily Chintu presenting Lyding Manda with his end of school certificate

Levison Gwada
I am very happy at school but I do arrive 
late sometimes because I live a distance 
from the school. English is my favourite 
subject at school and this year I have 
learnt Romeo and Juliet. My plan is to go 
to university to study linguistics. 

Lyding Manda
School has been very fantastic but I am 
going to finish form 4 now and I don’t 
know how to operate a computer. I 
would like to learn. I would also like to 
get to university to study economics. The 
biggest thing I have improved on this 
year is my English speaking. 
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